INVITATION TO
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND
BIRTHDAY PARTY IN
NORDIC FLAG SOCIETY

2019
NFS ÅRSMØDE

OCTOBER 4-6
COPENHAGEN ADMIRAL HOTEL

WWW.NORDICFLAGSOCIETY.ORG
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

FRIDAY

15:00 GATHERING AT THE ADMIRAL HOTEL FOR OPTIONAL COMMON CITY-WALK

18:45 DEPARTURE FROM ADMIRAL HOTEL FOR EVENING BOAT-TRIP IN THE CANALS WITH GET-TOGETHER MEAL

SATURDAY

09:15 GATHERING IN THE LOBBY AT ADMIRAL HOTEL

09:30 DEPARTURE BY BUS TO HILLERØD

10:30 EXHIBITION AT FREDERIKSBORG CASTLE

12:00 BIRTHDAY PARTY IN CELEBRATION OF DANNEBROG WITH CLASSIC DANISH LUNCH, BEER/SNAPS, AND LAGKAGE

15:15 DEPARTURE FROM HILLERØD

BREAK

17:45 LECTURE: DANNEBROG 800 ÅR

18:30 GENERAL ASSEMBLY

20:00 DINNER AT SALT RESTAURANT, ADMIRAL HOTEL

SUNDAY

DEPARTURE- HAVE A SAFE TRIP HOME!
PARTICIPATION FEE DKK 1575

HOTEL RATES PR NIGHT

ADMIRAL SINGLE ROOM DKK 1315
ADMIRAL DOUBLE ROOM DKK 1655
INCL. BREAKFAST*

HOTEL PHOENIX SINGLE ROOM DKK 1450
HOTEL PHOENIX DOUBLE ROOM DKK 1850
INCL BREAKFAST

THE HOTEL ROOM IS CHARGED SEPERATELY ON DEPARTURE

*Rooms at the Admiral Hotel are limited. Those who first sign up will be accommodated there, unless you prefer another hotel. The alternative PHOENIX COPENHAGEN is close to Admiral Please sign up asap.

SEND YOUR REGISTRATION WITH NAMES OF PARTICIPANTS TO MKR@DESIGNFLAG.DK
LET US KNOW WHICH HOTEL AND TYPE OF ROOM YOU PREFER

PAY THE FEE OF 1575 PR PERSON TO

ACCOUNT IN JYSKE BANK
5064-0001318121

IBAN DK7250640001318121
SWIFT: JYBADKKK

PLEASE SIGN UP SOONEST POSSIBLE AND NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 10.

YOUR REGISTRATION IS COMPLETE WHEN WE RECEIVE YOUR PAYMENT